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Abstract. An integrated microfluidic planar optical waveguide system
for measuring light scattered from a single scatterer is described. This
system is used to obtain 2D side-scatter patterns from single polysty-
rene microbeads in a fluidic flow. Vertical fringes in the 2D scatter
patterns are used to infer the location of the 90-deg scatter �polar
angle�. The 2D scatter patterns are shown to be symmetrical about the
azimuth angle at 90 deg. Wide-angle comparisons between the ex-
perimental scatter patterns and Mie theory simulations are shown to
be in good agreement. A method based on the Fourier transform
analysis of the experimental and Mie simulation scatter patterns is
developed for size differentiation. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumenta-
tion Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2909670�
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Introduction

lastic light scattering has the potential of serving as a label-
ree, noninvasive approach for revealing the rich morphologi-
al and biological information about cells.1,2 A growing num-
er of noninvasive optical diagnostics techniques such as
ptical coherence tomography3 and light scattering
pectroscopy4,5 require a fundamental understanding of light
cattering from single biological cells. When polarized laser
ight illuminates a cell, the spatial distribution of the scattered
ight is not random and is dependent on the detailed cell struc-
ure. For example, the nucleus, which is the largest organelle
n a cell, is the main contributor to scattered light at small
ngles.1,6 Numerous studies indicate that nanoscale structures
uch as mitochondria within a cell play an important role in
he side scatter.1,2,6–8 The ability to obtain and analyze scat-
ered light at different angular ranges or over a wide angular
ange is therefore potentially important for cellular analysis.

The development of miniaturized cytometers9,10 with the
otential to measure scattered light over a broad 2D angular
ange10 has recently been reported. The task of obtaining side-
catter patterns is challenging due to the lower intensity level
f the side-scattered light and the difficulty in resolving the
ngular structure of this scattering. A further problem con-
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f Alberta, CEB, 11322 - 89 Ave - Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2G7, Canada; Tel:
–780–492–8486; Fax: 1–780–492–0714 Email: rozmus@phys.ualberta.ca
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024024-
cerns single cell scattering where researchers have resorted to
short integration times �500 ns� in order to obtain light spec-
tra in a fluidic flow.11 However, short integration times require
high-quality detectors and high-power lasers. Furthermore,
the validation of a particular light scattering measurement ap-
proach requires that comparisons be made with theoretical
models such as Mie theory12,13 or by using numerical simula-
tions such as the finite-difference time-domain �FDTD�
method.2,8,14,15 This is not easily accomplished when complex
experimental setups are involved. In the recent study by Yu
et al.,16 2D scattered light spectra have been used to differen-
tiate between healthy and cancerous colon tissue. The cancer-
ous tissue exhibited much greater asymmetry in the azimuthal
dependence of the scattered pattern than the healthy tissue.

In this study we describe and validate a compact planar
waveguide cytometer that is capable of obtaining 2D side-
scatter patterns. The reported system addresses a number of
issues such as the resolution of the angular dependence of the
scattering, the issue of short integration times, and the ability
to compare experimental results with known theoretical pre-
dictions. The absence of an optical lens in this planar wave-
guide structure allows a resolution of the angular dependence
of the scattering to be made as well as simplifies the compari-
son of measured results with predictions obtained using either
Mie theory or simulations employing the FDTD method. The

1083-3668/2008/13�2�/024024/10/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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ingle scatterer can be immobilized in the observation win-
ow area in the microchip by pressure control, which makes a
onger integration time for the light scattering measurements
ractical. The 2D features of the scatter patterns �symmetrical
bout the azimuth angle �=90 deg� are used to develop a
ethod for determining the location of 90-deg scatter. The

peration of this cytometer is validated in this study through
he use of polystyrene microbeads in the microfluidic channel.
omparisons of the 2D scatter patterns that are experimen-

ally obtained with Mie theory predictions confirm the correct
peration of the device. A Fourier method for size differentia-
ion of the scatterers has also been developed. This is based
n comparisons between the Fourier peaks of Mie theory
imulations and experimental results from polystyrene beads
hat range in size from 4 to 20 �m.

In a separate publication,17 our new cytometer was used in
qualitative study of 2D scattered light spectra from yeast

nd Raji cells. Scattering from the randomly distributed mito-
hondria in Raji cells has been identified as the cause of
mall-scale 2D structures in the scattered light pattern. This is
n contrast with the light scattering patterns from yeast cells,
hich show clear fringes very similar to angular spectra from
eads considered here. As an integrated biomedical optics in-
trument, our 2D cytometer has an important potential appli-
ation in biological cell diagnostics. In this paper, a detailed
escription of the instrument is given including the wave
ropagation in a liquid-core waveguide. We have developed
he quantitative Fourier-transform-based method of size deter-

ination of polystyrene beads and calibrated the cytometer.
learly this method could be very efficient in finding out the

ize of scattering objects, cells or beads, if the Fourier trans-
orm of the scattered light angular distribution contains a
ominant peak with a finite frequency. This is the case for
iological cells without internal structure, for example, iso-
olumetrically sphered red blood cells.18 Alternatively, one
ould consider cells with one large-sized organelle that has
he largest scattering cross section, such as a nucleus with a

ig. 1 �a� Microchip fabrication using UV epoxy edge bonding and �b
lide. The middle layer is a polymer sheet with a cut-out channel, a
bservation windows. The inset shows the microchip used in this exp
n an aluminum box. The CCD array is connected to a computer to
hannel is mounted on top of the microscope.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024024-
large index of refraction, as for example in stem cells.

2 Experimental and Simulation Methods
2.1 Microchip Fabrication
In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of our cytometer,
an aluminum-coated glass slide with etched observation win-
dows was fabricated �see substrate in Fig. 1�a��. The thin alu-
minum film will block most of the noise �scattering from the
scatterers not in the observation window and from the micro-
fluidic channel structure� from being collected by the detector.
To fabricate the aluminum-coated glass slide, aluminum was
sputtered onto a 4-�4-in. Borofloat glass substrate �Paragon
Optical Co., Reading, PA, USA� by using a magnetron sput-
tering system �Kurt J. Lesker Co., Clairton, PA, USA�. The
coated aluminum thickness measured by using an Alpha-step
200 contact profilometer �KLA-Tencor, San Jose, CA, USA�
is 45 nm. Optical simulations using the transfer matrix
technique19,20 show that an aluminum film �refractive index
1.38+ i7.62� with a thickness of 45 nm will block 99% of the
incident light �wavelength 0.6328 �m� from water �refractive
index 1.334� to glass �refractive index 1.47� at an incident
angle of 0 deg. A thin photoresist coating �Shipley Microelec-
tronics, Marlboro, MA, USA� was then spun onto the film
sides of the substrates. The photomask used was printed on a
transparency film �Fuji Luxel V-9600 CTP, Fuji Photo Film
Co., Japan�. After UV exposure, the substrates were devel-
oped by using the Shipley 354 developer and etched with Al
etchant �Arch Chemicals Inc., Norwalk, CT, USA�.

A method that combines the standard gasket method21 and
the epoxy method22 for microfluidic chip fabrication was used
and is illustrated in Fig. 1�a�.

2.2 Integration of the Microfluidic Waveguide System
Figure 1�b� shows the experimental system. The laser is
mounted on an optical bread board and its orientation with
respect to the microchannel can be adjusted in order to set the

tegrated experimental setup. In �a�, the superstrate is a standard glass
substrate is an aluminum-coated glass slide with etched microsized
t. In �b�, the CCD array used to capture the scatter patterns is placed
the data. The digital camera that is used to image the beads in the
� the in
nd the
erimen
record
March/April 2008 � Vol. 13�2�2
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ngle of incidence � �see Fig. 2�a��. In this study, a linearly
olarized HeNe laser �Melles Griot, Ottawa, ON, Canada�
ith a wavelength of 0.6328 �m and a maximum power of
mW is used as the illumination source. The laser beam is

oupled into the channel via a BK7 prism �Edmund Industrial
ptics, Barrington, NJ, USA�. A 2D CCD array �ICX098BQ,
ony, Japan� is placed in close proximity to the chip directly
nder one of the etched observation windows. An 8-bit
nalog/digital converter is used with the CCD. The CCD has a
hip size of approximately 4.6 mm �H��4.0 mm �V� and
4 �H��480 �V� effective pixels. The experimental setup is
epicted in Fig. 2�a�. The core part of the integrated wave-
uide system is a compact structure, including the prism, mi-
rochip, and the CCD detector. The waveguide used here is
nown as a leaky waveguide10,23 Compared with the well-
nown prism coupling method reported by Tien,24 which uses
n evanescent light coupling in the thin film, we take advan-
age of the leaky nature of our system to excite a leaky optical

ode in the channel. The laser light is incident on the micro-
hip at the phase matching angle25 �in our case, the phase
atching angle is approximately 62 deg�, and the optical
ode or modes in the waveguide propagate along the micro-

hannel. Once a scatterer is immobilized in the observation
indow area, a frame of the 2D scattered light pattern is taken
y using the CCD �integration time 1 /15 s� that is located

ig. 2 �a� Schematic cross section of the experimental setup shown in
ig. 1�b� and �b� the planar waveguide structure used in this experi-
ent �corresponding to the circled area in �a��. In �a�, the laser light is

oupled into the channel by using the prism that is located on the
icrochip. The arrows show the laser mode propagation direction.
he CCD is beneath the microchip with the observation window pro-

ected to the center of the CCD screen field. In �b�, the dimensions of
his structure are approximately 4.6�4.8 mm. The laser is assumed to
ropagate in the +z direction. The scattered light was projected onto

he CCD screen as shown by the arrows.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024024-
beneath the microchannel. A defocused scatter pattern image
is also taken by using a digital camera �Nikon Coolpix 990,
Nikon Corp., Japan� that is mounted on top of the microscope.
The integration time used is 1 /4 s �F4�.

2.3 Mapping the Mie Simulation Results onto the
Planar CCD

The microfluidic chip �Fig. 2�b�� used in this study has a
channel height of 200 �m, which supports multimode propa-
gation in the waveguide. The transfer matrix method was used
to determine the propagation modes for the planar
waveguide.19,20 Different modes are excited because of the
laser divergence. By taking into account the Gaussian distri-
bution of the laser intensity and the coupling coefficients for
the laser light to excite a given mode, the mode profiles for
the 0th order, 1st order, and 2nd order modes are shown in Fig.
3. The summation of the first 21 modes supported by the
waveguide structure is shown in Fig. 3 as the dark solid line.
Higher order modes are not excited due to the small laser
divergence �1.3 mrad�. This summed mode profile has a uni-
form intensity distribution across the waveguide intersection
except very close to the substrate, while most beads will
travel in the uniformly distributed intensity area. Second, the
incident laser light is polarized along the x-direction before it
is coupled into the waveguide. Thus only the TE mode �po-
larized along the x axis� is excited in the planar waveguide.
This mode will retain its polarization �the loss of polarization
due to the stress-induced birefringence is negligible in our
liquid-core waveguide� for the propagation along all values of
z in the linear isotropic medium that is used here �water�.26 In
a ray diagram representation of mode propagation in a wave-
guide, the propagation direction of the distinct modes can be
regarded as a zig-zag pattern.24 In a thick waveguide such as
the one considered �200 �m�, all modes are almost paraxial.
Thus all modes can be assumed to be propagating in a direc-
tion parallel to the z axis and there is no divergence due to the
mode propagation through the waveguide. Based on the above
analysis, an assumption is made that the bead is illuminated
by a plane wave. In this case, Mie theory can be used for
describing light scattering from a microsized bead in the in-
tegrated waveguide cytometer.

Scatter patterns from the polystyrene beads �which are as-
sumed to be spherical and homogeneous� are studied in this
report. Mie theory gives exact solutions for the scatter pat-

Fig. 3 Mode profiles in the microfluidic waveguide. The dark line
shows the summation of the first 21 modes from 0th order to 20th

order. The dotted line is for the 0th order mode, the cross signs are for
the 1st order mode, and the circle signs are for the 2nd order mode.
March/April 2008 � Vol. 13�2�3
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erns from these ideal scatterers. For an incident laser propa-
ating in the +z direction as shown in Fig. 2�b�, Mie theory
ives the spatial scattered intensity distribution �at a certain
istance� as a function of polar angle � and azimuth angle �.
he angle � is measured from the +z axis, and the azimuth
ngle � in the xy plane. The mode polarization in the wave-
uide is the same as the scattered light polarization.12 To com-
are Mie simulations with the observed experimental results,
t is necessary to map the calculated far-field scattering pattern
nto the CCD screen. Figure 2�b� shows the integrated planar
aveguide structure. The planar structure simplifies the ray

racing procedure for the propagation of the scattered light in
he system. Another advantage of this system is that there are
o optical lens systems between the CCD detector and the
catterer in the channel. This dramatically simplifies the com-
arisons between the experimental results and the Mie simu-
ation results. A code has been developed for projecting the

ie theory spatially distributed scattered intensity onto the
CD screen, and Snell’s law has been used for the multilayer

ay trace as shown in Fig. 2�b�. At each interface, the Fresnel
quations are applied for intensity transfer.

In the current experiments, the range of the scatter angle �
s determined by the height of the microchannel relative to the
iameter of the observation window, the CCD effective screen
ize, and the integrated waveguide structure as shown in Fig.
�b�. We assume that the bead is 100 �m away from the glass
ubstrate �refractive index 1.47, 1.2 mm in thickness�. The air
ap 1 between the CCD detector and the microchip is
50 �m in thickness. The cover glass thickness of the CCD
etector is 0.75 mm �refractive index 1.5�, and the distance
etween the cover glass and the CCD sensor is 1.25 mm—air
ap 2. Such configurations allow the detection of the scatter
ngle � in the angular range approximately 61�119 deg if
he scatterer is centered right above the CCD center. As in
ig. 4, we give the sample calculation results for a 9.6-�m
olystyrene bead �refractive index 1.591� at z0=0 as shown in
ig. 2�b� in a surrounding medium of water �refractive index
.334�. The illumination laser wavelength is 0.6328 �m, and

ig. 4 Mie simulation results for scattering from a polystyrene bead o
.6-�m polystyrene bead onto the CCD screen and �b� the correlation
aveguide structure used in this report.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024024-
polarized along the x axis. Figure 4�a� shows the perpendicu-
lar polarization��=90 deg� light scattering intensity distribu-
tion on the CCD screen versus the scatter angle �. Figure 4�b�
gives the relationship between the CCD position and the scat-
ter angle. The relationship between the scatter angle and the
CCD position is not linear, and this relationship is determined
by the integrated waveguide structure—it is the same for all
the polystyrene beads used in this study. From Fig. 4�b�, an
angular resolution of approximately 0.09 deg �420 pixels in
the angular range 61�100 deg� for the light scattering mea-
surements can be achieved in our integrated waveguide cy-
tometer. Figure 4 shows the scattering angular range that will
only be considered in detail in the following study from 61 to
100 deg, which corresponds to approximately 3 mm on the
CCD �90-deg scatter corresponds to a position at 0 mm as
shown in Fig. 4�b��.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Determining the Location of 90-deg Scatter in

the Scatter Patterns
The polystyrene beads used in this study included 4- and
9.6-�m-diameter �Interfacial Dynamics Corp., Tualatin, OR,
USA�, and 15- and 20-�m diameter �Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA� beads. The beads were in suspension in
filtered water �0.8-�m filter, Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA,
USA�, and were diluted to a concentration of �2000
beads /mL and sonicated for 2 min. The well-diluted bead
solution made single bead observations in the observation
window area possible. The solution was then pumped into the
channel which was prefilled with filtered water by using a
syringe pump. Once the system was well aligned �ideally, the
observation is projected right onto the center of the CCD al-
though experimentally there might be an offset of several hun-
dred microns�, we focused the microscope on the observation
window �400 �m in diameter as shown in Fig. 1�a��. Positive
pressure was applied to induce flow along the +z direction
until a single scatterer was seen in the observation window.

CCD screen: �a� angular distribution of the scattered intensity from a
en the position on CCD and the scatter polar angle for the integrated
nto the
betwe
March/April 2008 � Vol. 13�2�4
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everse pressure was applied to immobilize the single scat-
erer in the observation window area as required. Knowledge
f the scatterer position relative to the detector enables one to
etermine whether the scattered light intensity distribution
orresponds to forward, side, or backward scattering.

After positioning a microbead in the observation window
sing the digital camera mounted on top of the microscope,
D scatter patterns were taken by using the CCD detector
ocated beneath the microchip. Experimental background
rames are obtained when there is no microbead in the obser-
ation window area. The experimental background frame is
lear of any fringes, thereby showing that any multiple reflec-
ions in the layered structure have a negligible effect on the
eak numbers and the peak positions of the scatter patterns
btained. As shown in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�, the arrow indicates
he direction of the mode propagation, which is the same di-
ection as the flow in the channel. Note that the flow and
ode propagation directions obtained from the camera �Figs.

�a� and 5�b�� are opposite to those obtained from the CCD

ig. 5 Identifying the location of 90-deg scattering in our system. �a
ounted on the top of the microscope, and �a�� and �b�� are the 2D

how the direction of waveguide mode propagation. The circles indic
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024024-
�Figs. 5�a�� and 5�b���. As the bead entered the observation
window area from right to left, the defocused scatter images
as shown in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� were obtained. The scatter
patterns as shown in Figs. 5�a�� and 5�b�� were obtained by
using the CCD beneath the microchip. If a 2D ray trace is
performed, 90-deg scatter will give vertical fringes. The for-
ward scatter gives hyperbolic fringes open to the +z direction
�90 deg�, while the backward scatter gives hyperbolic fringes
open to the −z direction ��90 deg�. These features are shown
in Figs. 5�a�� and 5�b��. While the defocused image shows the
bead at the right side as in Fig. 5�b�; its 90-deg scatter for the
high-resolution scatter pattern in Fig. 5�b�� is centered to the
left side of the CCD frame. The defocused image shows the
bead at the left side as in Fig. 5�a�; its 90-deg scatter for the
high-resolution scatter pattern in Fig. 5�a�� is centered to the
right side of the frame. As in Fig. 5�a��, the 90-deg scatter is
centered about pixel column position 340, while in Fig. 5�b��,
the 90-deg scatter is centered about pixel column position

b� are the defocused scatter images obtained from a digital camera
patterns obtained from the CCD beneath the microchip. The arrows
90-deg scatter locations.
� and �
scatter
ate the
March/April 2008 � Vol. 13�2�5
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90. Since the size of the CCD is 4.6 mm horizontally and the
rame has 640 pixels, this 50-pixel difference corresponds to a
istance of 0.35 mm, which is approximately the distance
the observation window diameter� that the bead has traveled
rom Fig. 5�b� to Fig. 5�a�. In the analysis that follows, the
0-deg scatter location in the 2D scatter patterns is deter-
ined by using the above method.

.2 Size Differentiation of Polystyrene Microbeads

.2.1 Wide-angle comparisons of light
scattering patterns

igures 6�a� to 6�d� are the defocused scatter images taken by
sing a digital camera for different-sized polystyrene beads.
lear fringes are obtained, which show that the bead is sta-

ionary over a time period of 1 /4 s. For the defocused scatter
atterns shown in Fig. 6, the bigger the scatterer size, the
reater are the numbers of the fringes detected. This informa-
ion helps one to infer the size of the bead in the fluidic flow.
he high-resolution 2D scatter patterns obtained by using a
CD array for polystyrene beads for sizes ranging from 4 to
0 �m are shown in Figs. 6�a��, 6�b��, 6�c��, and 6�d��. We
efer to high-resolution images as those with a greater number
f observable fringes as compared with the defocused scatter
mages. These high-resolution 2D scatter patterns contain

ore information about the scatterers as compared with the
D scatter spectra obtained in light scattering measurements.
n this report, we only explore the 2D features to determine
he position for 90-deg polar angle scatter and the position for
n azimuth angle �=90 deg. However, we believe that the 2D
catter patterns can be used to provide a better understanding
f the light scattering problems involving single biological
ells.

In order to compare the experimental results and Mie
imulation results, experimental scatter patterns in Figs. 6�a��,
�b��, 6�c��, and 6�d�� are scanned for 420 pixels horizontally
angular range 61�100 deg, determined by the 90-deg scat-
er method�, and averaged over 3 pixels vertically �pixel 239
o pixel 241�. Pixel �0, 0� is at the upper left corner, and pixel
419, 479� is at the lower right corner. Following the ray
racing procedure depicted in Fig. 2�b�, the 2D scatter pattern
f a bead obtained from the CCD will be symmetrical about
he azimuth angle �=90 deg. This property is exhibited by
he experimental results in Figs. 6�a��, 6�b��, 6�c��, and 6�d��.
hus the vertically averaged results from pixel 239 to pixel
41 give the scatter intensity distribution around the azimuth
ngle �=90 deg�x=0 mm�. As the waveguide mode is polar-
zed in the x direction �shown in Fig. 2�b��, the scan of the
xperimental scatter pattern gives the perpendicular polariza-
ion scatter results.

Wide-angle comparisons between Mie simulation results
nd the experimental results are now given in the space do-
ain. Figures 7�a� and 7�b� show the representative compari-

ons in the space domain for 9.6- and 15-�m beads �Figs.
�b�� and 6�c���, respectively. We obtained 13 peaks for
.6-�m beads and 19 peaks for 15-�m beads both from Mie
heory simulations and from experimental results. The peak
ocations match well between Mie simulation results and ex-
erimental results for both the 9.6-�m and the 15-�m beads,
specially in the position range 0�2.3 mm, which is in the
ngular range of 61�90 deg �according to Fig. 4�b��. We
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024024-
apply a Fourier high-bandpass filter 0.5 �1/mm� on the experi-
mental results in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�. The filtered experimental
results are shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� as solid lines, which
show that the experimental bumps can be removed by filtering
out smallest frequency components 0�0.5 �1 /mm� in the
Fourier domain. The filtered experimental results give better
comparisons with the Mie simulation results. The good agree-
ments between the peak numbers and peak positions in the
experimental and theoretical spectra for both 9.6-�m and
15-�m beads demonstrated in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� also con-
firm the effectiveness of our method for determining the lo-
cation of 90-deg scatter in the 2D scatter patterns.

Because the angular intensity distribution of the Mie re-
sults for any scatterer has an oscillatory distribution,18 we
explore the application of Fourier transforms on both the Mie
simulation results and the experimental results and perform
wide-angle comparisons in Fourier domain. Figures 7�c� and
7�d� show the representative comparisons in the Fourier do-
main for both 9.6- and 15-�m beads �frequency components
greater than 20 �1/mm� are with very small amplitudes and
not shown here�, respectively. The typical peak for the experi-
mental result was determined as the highest frequency peak
from the dominant part of the full Fourier spectra. As there is
no single scatterer in the medium that is larger than the bead,
the amplitudes of the frequency components beyond this typi-
cal peak are significantly smaller. The comparisons show that
the 9.6-�m bead has a typical peak located at 4.1 �1/mm�
both from Mie simulations and experimental results, and 6.2
�1/mm� for the 15-�m bead. In Fig. 7, the Fourier transforms
of the Mie simulation results give only one dominant peak
over the whole Fourier spectrum for each bead size. Thus the
bead sizes can be estimated by the locations of this dominant
peak. These typical peak positions �Figs. 7�c� and 7�d�� in the
Fourier domain correspond to the frequency of intensity os-
cillations �Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�� in the space domain, and in-
crease with the particle sizes. The use of the frequency of
oscillations in the intensity of scattered light to assess size has
also been demonstrated by Canpolat and Mourant.27 In Figs.
7�c� and 7�d�, good agreements are obtained for the typical
peak positions between the Mie theory and experimental re-
sults in the Fourier domain.

3.2.2 Fourier analysis for size differentiation
The above study shows that the oscillatory property of the
scattered intensity distribution will give certain peaks in the
frequency domain. Applying this principle for beads ranging
from 4 to 20 �m in diameter, a Fourier method for size dif-
ferentiation is developed. Peak-by-peak comparisons in the
spatial domain are complicated by nonuniform intensity varia-
tions resulting from the geometrical projection, losses, and
background noise. The above analysis shows that a Fourier
analysis can be used to extract the frequency components
from the scattered signals despite the experimental back-
ground that is present in our current experiments. Note that
intensity variations cannot change the locations of the Fourier
peaks. This size differentiation method has advantages over
the normal optical microscopy for spherical particle size dif-
ferentiation, as a normal optical microscope requires a rigid
focus and is not suitable for performing measurements on
objects in fluidic flow. The Fourier method developed here
March/April 2008 � Vol. 13�2�6
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ig. 6 �a�, �b�, �c�, and �d� Defocused scatter images for 4-, 9.6-, 15-, and 20-�m beads, respectively. The dark circular area in �a�, �b�, �c�, and �d�
s the observation window under the microscope. 2D high-resolution scatter patterns are shown in �a�� 4 to �d�� for the 4-, 9.6-, 15-, and 20-�m
eads, respectively.
ournal of Biomedical Optics March/April 2008 � Vol. 13�2�024024-7
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an potentially be useful for the real-time characterization of
ell samples in clinics.

The Fourier transform was applied to all the Mie simula-
ions and the experimental results for the polystyrene beads
anging in size 4 to 20 �m. In Fig. 8, the open squares and
riangles indicate the Fourier results for the Mie simulations
f the beads with an air gap 1 �see Fig. 2�b�� of thickness 350
nd 150 �m, respectively. The cross signs are the Fourier
esults for the experimental patterns as shown in Fig. 6. Re-
erring back to Fig. 2�b�, the thicknesses of air gap 1 and air
ap 2 play important roles as the light travels from an opti-
ally dense medium into air. As shown in Fig. 8, an air gap
hickness of 150 �m gives higher frequency peak position
alues as compared with an air gap thickness of 350 �m. In
oth cases, the correlation between the Fourier peak position
nd the bead size is linear.

A Fourier analysis was also performed on different sets of
xperimental results. Each set of the experimental results in-
ludes 4-, 9.6-, 15-, and 20-�m beads. The Fourier peak po-

ig. 7 Wide-angle comparisons between experimental and Mie simu
imulation and experimental results. The dotted line shows the Mie s
esults. �c� and �d� show the comparisons in the Fourier domain for bo
ypical peak amplitudes of 1.5 and 1.0 for the Mie simulation and ex
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024024-
sitions of the other three sets of experimental scatter patterns
are denoted as plus signs, open circles, and solid dots in Fig.
8. The 512-point Fourier transform that has been used has a
resolution of approximately 0.27 in frequency �1/mm�, which
gives an uncertainty of approximately 0.7 �m for the size
estimations �from Figs. 7�c� and 7�d��. The Fourier peaks of
the experimental results shown in Fig. 8 fall within this un-
certainty range. The solid line in Fig. 8 is a linear regression
of all the experimental results. This linear curve can be used
to perform size calibrations independent of Mie theory. De-
spite differences that result from the air gap 1 thickness, Fig.
8 shows the effectiveness of the Fourier method for size dif-
ferentiation.

The Fourier transform method that is developed here can
be used for measuring particles as small as 1 �m or even
smaller by using a shorter incident wavelength illumination
with a wider angle of observation. We have performed Mie
theory simulations of 750- and 1500-nm polystyrene beads
with the same layer thicknesses and material as in the present

results. �a� and �b� show the wide-angle comparisons between Mie
on results, and the solid line with plus signs shows the experimental
and 15-�m bead results. The Fourier spectra are normalized to have

ntal results, respectively.
lation
imulati
th 9.6-
perime
March/April 2008 � Vol. 13�2�8
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tudy but over a wider angular range of 50–130 deg, with a
hort laser illumination wavelength of 320 nm. A Fourier
nalysis of these spectra shows that the 750-nm bead has a
harp typical peak at 0.42 �1/mm�, while that of the 1500-nm
s at 1.05 �1/mm�, with a resolution of 0.105 in frequency
1/mm�. Even with the current restricted angular range of
1–100 deg, we have measured several scatter fringes of a
-�m bead �Fig. 6�a���, which lead to a well-defined peak in

he Fourier spectrum. As long as we can identify several such
ntensity maxima, which correspond to a submicron-sized
ead in the current geometry, our method will work. Future
mprovements that include a wider angle observation with an
llumination source that has a shorter wavelength would im-
rove the resolution of the spectral method below the current
imit to particle sizes of several hundred nanometers.

As discussed above, the Fourier transform analysis of the
ight scattering in the angular range 50–130 deg has a fre-
uency resolution of 0.105 �1/mm�, which corresponds to a
esolution of 125 nm for size differentiation. This higher res-
lution can be used to study the distributed cell and organelle
izes. The calibration curve of Fig. 8 can be applied in size
etermination of scatterers of arbitrary size provided a char-
cteristic peak can be identified in the Fourier spectrum.

Conclusions
n integrated microfluidic waveguide cytometer that is ca-
able of obtaining high-resolution 2D side-scatter patterns has
een introduced in this paper. The obtained 2D scatter pat-
erns together with the no-lens planar optical design ensure a
etter resolution of the angular dependence of the side-scatter
pectra. The use of Mie theory or simulation methods such as
he FDTD to validate the experimental results are dramati-
ally simplified when such an integrated structure is used. A

ig. 8 FFT method for microsized differentiation. Fourier peaks of the
xperimental and Mie simulation results for 4-, 9.6-, 15-, and 20-�m
eads are shown. The open squares and triangles are the Mie simula-

ion results for the four different sizes of beads, for an air gap 1 thick-
ess of 350 and 150 �m, respectively. Fourier peaks of four different
ets of the experimental results are shown; each set includes 4-, 9.6-,
5-, and 20-�m beads.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024024-
Fourier method was developed for size differentiation of ho-
mogeneous spherical scatterers. The analysis is confirmed by
Mie theory simulations of scattering from the polystyrene
beads used in the experiment. Currently, the experimental
setup is capable of observing only side-scattered light. Inter-
estingly, this angular region has been shown in previous stud-
ies to be particularly sensitive to the affects of nanoscale par-
ticles such as organelles within biological cells, as was
demonstrated in a publication of 2D light scattering patterns
from Raji cells.17
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